PROVEN SOLUTIONS
FOR LANDSCAPERS

02 OVERVIEW

The equipment you need
to stay ahead of tomorrow
You’ve got the kind of workload that demands reliable equipment
that keeps you on schedule. That’s just what New Holland
offers—a full-line of New Holland tractors and equipment that
make you and your landscaping crew more productive.

More stability, better visibility and compact design –
just a few New Holland advantages that lead to faster
job completion
The key to your profitability is delivering quality outcome to
your customers and completing the work as quickly as possible
so you can move on to pleasing your next customer. Stability
and visibility are two New Holland hallmarks that allow your
operators to work confidently and quickly in tough conditions
to finish jobs faster. And, the streamlined, compact design of
our tractors and equipment means you can put them to use
in difficult, cramped, tight spaces that are all too common in
landscaping and hardscaping projects.

Versatility that pays
New Holland tractors and equipment earn their way every day
by handling multiple jobs for you through the seasons. Whether
you need to dig a foundation, open a trench for an in-ground
irrigation system, install a fence, plant trees and shrubs, grade
driveways, shape retention swales, blast through snow drifts,
clear sidewalks and parking lots of leaves and grass clippings—
or all of the above—New Holland has you covered with dozens of
attachments and equipment that’s designed for versatility.

Everything you need at one location
You’ll find your New Holland dealer offers the perfect package
for landscape contractors, grounds maintenance crews, and turf
managers. It includes the equipment, financing options, parts,
service and support you need—all at one location.
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04 BOOMER™ TRACTORS

Ease and efficiency that improve
your bottom line
Boomer™ tractors are the ultimate landscaping assistant. They match up to a wide range of attachments that let you quickly
handle a multitude of jobs. Reliability, comfort, easy operation and simple maintenance are what set Boomer tractors apart.

Clear visibility and a clutter-free operating area
The distinctive New Holland sloped hood gives you an unobstructed view. Roomy, open platforms allow for easy entry and exit, and
thoughtfully placed pedals and controls are easy to use but not in the way.

The added comfort of an all-weather cab
New Holland offers a premium factory-installed cab on select Boomer tractor models. Climate control keeps you cool in summer
and warm in winter to improve productivity year-round.

Boomer™ operating ease
Whether you choose a Boomer tractor with a cab or ROPS platform, you’ll appreciate the natural, intuitive controls that allow you to
get jobs done more efficiently without fatigue. Choose a Synchronized Shuttle Shift (SSS) transmission or a clutch-free hydrostatic
transmission that offers simple two-pedal operation for forward and reverse, plus the convenience of cruise control. If you choose
the largest Boomer models 46D and 54D, you get smooth, seamless speed changes with the EasyDrive™ Series II continuously
variable transmission (CVT).

Powerful, clean and fuel-efficient.
Responsive engines meet strict Tier 4B Final emissions standards to reduce your carbon footprint and use less fuel to save you
money.

Fast, simple maintenance
There’s no need to lift the hood to fuel up or check engine oil, and when you do want to lift the hood, it opens easily in one piece
without cumbersome panels or grills to move — and no need to remove the loader if you have one.
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MODEL

GROSS HP

PTO HP

3-POINT HITCH LIFT CAPACITY
@ BALL ENDS, lbs

OPERATOR PLATFORM
Foldable ROPS

Boomer™ Series Compact Tractors
Boomer™ 24

24.4

18.5

1,433

Boomer™ 33

32.2

26.4 (gear), 24.8 (HST)

1,808

Foldable ROPS

Boomer™ 37

36.2

31.1 (gear), 29.2 (HST)

1,808

Cab or Foldable ROPS

Boomer™ 41

40.2

31.6 (gear), 29.8 (HST)

2,756

Cab or Foldable ROPS

Boomer™ 47

45.6

37.3 (gear), 35.0 (HST)

2,756

Cab or Foldable ROPS

Boomer™ D Series Deluxe CVT Compact Tractors
Boomer™ 46D

45.1

36

3,541

SuperSuite™ Cab or Foldable ROPS

Boomer™ 54D

53

42

3,541

SuperSuite™ Cab or Foldable ROPS

LIMI

T E D WA R R A N T Y

Peace of mind comes standard with
a Boomer™ 24/33/37/41/47. These
models are backed by FREE Boomer
Guard5 Limited Warranty. It provides
five years of worry-free operation,
including two years of “bumper-tobumper” coverage plus an extra three
years of powertrain protection.

06 SKID STEER LOADERS

Working efficiency that pays
New Holland skid steer loaders are the all-season tool for digging, loading, grading and more. Their superior visibility, impressive
loading performance and smooth stability pay off with faster travel speeds and better working efficiency.

See how much better a loader can be
New Holland skid steer loaders provide you with excellent visibility—an important advantage that allows you to work more
confidently and quickly to improve your overall efficiency. Your view is better in every direction:
• A lower door threshold allows for better sight-lines to the bucket cutting edge and to the trench.
• The see-through area on the cab roof provides a clear view to the bucket at full height.
• Rear visibility is among the best in the industry due to a large window, low engine hood and no rear frame towers.
• Side screens located on both sides of the cab provide better visibility of your surroundings.

Outstanding breakout forces and dump height
New Holland skid steer and compact track loaders provide you with some of the best breakout forces and dump heights in the
industry. The patented Super Boom™ lift linkage delivers maximum reach at full height for precise load placement.
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Rock solid stability
A smooth, stable ride results from a new, longer wheelbase, low
center of gravity and correct front-to-rear weight distribution.

Comfortable sealed and pressurized cabs
Optional sealed cab minimizes noise and dust. The full-view
windshield provides an outstanding view. A heater/defroster kit
and optional air conditioning allow you to control the climate in
any weather.

Unmatched access
The entire cab and boom lift assembly tilts forward for
unrivaled access to components and easy cab cleanout.
Long service intervals and convenient checkpoints reduce
maintenance time.

MODEL

GROSS
ENGINE POWER
HP (kW)

NET
ENGINE POWER
HP (kW)

RATED OPERATING
CAPACITY @ 50%
TIPPING WEIGHT, lbs (kg)

L213

49 (36)

46 (34)

1,300 (590)

L216

60 (45)

57 (42)

1,600 (725)

L218

60 (45)

57 (42)

1,800 (818)

L220

67 (50)

64 (48)

2,000 (905)

L221

74 (55)

68 (51)

2,100 (905)

L228

74 (55)

68 (51)

2,800 (1170)

L230

90 (67)

84 (63)

3,000 (1360)

08 WORKMASTER™ COMPACT AND UTILITY TRACTORS

Tough on work. Easy on the wallet.
Master your heavy workloads with WORKMASTER™ Series tractors. They combine top performance with top value. They’re
rugged, reliable and affordable.

Strong construction
You can expect years of dependable, trouble-free performance from WORKMASTER tractors. Their big-tractor backbone and
heavy castings for the engine, transmission and rear axles allow them to handle heavy-duty jobs day in and day out. Compact
models are powered by three-cylinder Shibaura 32- and 36-horsepower diesel engines that deliver gutsy, fuel-efficient power. The
50- to 70-horsepower WORKMASTER utility tractors with higher-capacity hydraulics have the power to handle larger implements
and master even bigger workloads.
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Roomy open platform
The uncluttered open operator platform with comfortable
seating gives you a great view and straight-forward operation.

Simple, easy-to-use transmissions
WORKMASTER™ utility tractors feature a convenient 8x8
synchronized shuttle shift transmission with the shuttle lever
located directly under the left side of the steering wheel so
your right hand is free to operate a loader or implement.
For WORKMASTER compact tractors, choose the 12x12 gear
transmission with synchronized shuttle shift or the two-pedal,
three-range hydrostatic transmission for even easier forward/
reverse shuttling.

LIMI

T E D WA R R A N T Y

WORKMASTER™ compact
tractors are covered by the
FREE Boomer Guard5 Limited
Warranty. It provides 5 years
of worry-free operation,
including 2 years of bumperto-bumper coverage plus an
extra 3 years of powertrain
protection.

GROSS HP

PTO HP

3-POINT HITCH LIFT CAPACITY
@ BALL ENDS, lbs

WORKMASTER™ 33

32

27.4 (gear), 25.8 (HST)

1,808

Foldable ROPS

WORKMASTER™ 37

36

30.7 (gear), 29.0 (HST)

1,808

Foldable ROPS

MODEL

OPERATOR PLATFORM

WORKMASTER™ 50

53

45

3,307

Foldable ROPS

WORKMASTER™ 60

60

51

3,307

Foldable ROPS

WORKMASTER™ 70

70

62

3,307

Foldable ROPS

10 COMPACT TRACK LOADERS

Traction and stability
to work anywhere
When you need a reliable workhorse to stand up to a variety of
demanding applications, turn to New Holland compact track
loaders. They increase your return on investment by keeping you
moving in tough conditions, and allowing your operators to work
with a higher level of confidence, comfort and speed.

Maximum traction with lower ground pressure
200 Series compact track loaders hold fast to steep slopes and
move easily through muddy or sandy terrain to complete jobs
quickly and efficiently. The tracks have a larger contact area than
their wheeled equivalents, which spreads the load over a wider
area. The lower ground pressure makes these machines ideal for
landscaping applications.

Built-in comfort
No matter which model you choose, you get a cab that’s one of
the widest in the industry, with more head room and shoulder
room. Joystick controls come naturally to your fingers or choose
from our mechanical controls (hand and foot, or H-pattern hand
controls).

Simple rugged system
The rigid-track, dozer-style undercarriage provides a
stable, comfortable ride over rough terrain. The design is
simple yet rugged, offering greater durability and easier
maintenance compared to suspension-track systems.
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Efficient, high-performance engines
Turbocharged engines feature externally
cooled EGR (exhaust gas recirculation) for
efficient air handling and high engine power
density with the shortest load response
time.

GROSS
ENGINE POWER
HP (kW)

NET
ENGINE POWER
HP (kW)

RATED OPERATING CAPACITY
@ 50% TIPPING WEIGHT, lbs (kg)

C227

74 (55)

68 (51)

C232

74 (55)

68 (51)

C238

90 (67)

84 (63)

MODEL

RATED OPERATING CAPACITY
@ 35% TIPPING WEIGHT, lbs (kg)

GROUND
PRESSURE

2,700 (1225)

1,890 (860)

5.9 psi

3,200 (1451)

2,240 (1018)

4.2 psi

3,800 (1723)

2,660 (1209)

4.4 psi

12 COMPACT EXCAVATORS

Big power and versatility for
your most challenging demands
Your New Holland dealer offers a full-line of compact excavators to handle your big lifting and digging jobs. They offer comfort,
excellent visibility, extremely easy operation, and save you fuel while handling your toughest jobs.

On-the-job flexibility
In addition to excavating, a rugged dozer blade allows you to grade and backfill to expand the utility of these machines on the
job site. Auxiliary hydraulics are standard equipment, so these machines are factory-ready for grapples, breakers and other
attachments.
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Big digging power in tight
spaces
The center swing boom/arm
combination of New Holland
compact excavators mean
you can dig, fill and grade
right next to obstacles,
like along footings, curbs
and foundations. Zero tail
swing allows for no-worry
operation in tight spots.

Heavy-duty by design
Heavy duty features like long X-frames and strong, thick-gauge
steel booms and arms lead to excellent stability and powerful
performance like leading bucket breakout force, maximum
swing torque and excellent dig depth. A three-pump system
allowing for simultaneous operation of swing, boom/arm, and
dozer blade without affecting travel speed or direction.

Open design with convenient sliding door
Both the open operator station and optional fully-enclosed cab
offer excellent visibility and extremely easy operation.

SAE NET HP

MAX DIGGING REACH
(STANDARD ARM) ft-in (mm)

E30B

23.1 @ 2400 rpm

16’ 6” (5040)

E35B

23.1 @ 2400 rpm

17’ 1” (5200)

E55Bx

37.4 @ 2400 rpm

20’ 0” (6100)

MODEL

14 COMPACT WHEEL LOADERS

Major lifting and loading power
with precision control
You get precise control with New Holland compact wheel loaders. Since there are less than two degrees of horizontal lift deviation,
operators can focus on load placement instead of leveling to increase cycle times and finish jobs faster.

Fast, confident operation
A stable compact design allows you to work and maneuver easily in restricted spaces. A lower machine height and lower center of
gravity increases the stability of New Holland compact wheel loaders so you can lift and move larger loads, travel more smoothly
and quickly, and operate with more confidence. The hydrostatic transmission allows for precise speed control with minimum
shifting.

Rugged, effective Z-bar design
Z-Bar linkage design provides maximum breakout force,
digging and lifting power for high-production load-and-carry
applications. For applications where self-leveling is needed,
like forklift work, consider the W50C TC Tool Carrier model.

Spacious comfort and smooth control
The roomy cab incorporates a standard LCD display and
natural, ergonomic controls.

MODEL

GROSS HP TIER 4 FINAL
HP (kW)

NET HP TIER 4 FINAL
HP (kW)

STANDARD BUCKET CAPACITY
cu yd (m3)

TOP SPEED,
mph (kph)

W50C ZB

58 (43)

55 (41)

1.0 (0.76)

12 (20)

W50C TC

58 (43)

55 (41)

1.0 (0.76)

12 (20)

W80C

74 (55)

70 (52)

1.4 (1.07)

9 (14)

W80C HS

74 (55)

70 (52)

1.4 (1.07)

21 (33)
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More than loading
New Holland compact wheel loaders do more than load.
With dependable engine and hydraulic power and a choice
of buckets and attachments, you can easily scrape, grade,
haul and more. The standard hydraulic quick coupler is
compatible with all skid steer attachments.

Fast servicing
Fast, ground-level access to maintenance points and long
service intervals reduce the time your operators spend on
routine maintenance tasks.

16 TR ACTOR AT TACHMENTS

Custom-engineered implements
and attachments
New Holland provides the ultimate selection of attachments to fit your Boomer™ or WORKMASTER™ tractors. Your New Holland
dealer has what you need to grade landscapes, level roadways, backfill low spots, prepare seedbeds, mow the lawn, till the soil,
dig a trench, and move dirt, gravel, mulch, or snow.

Loaders that are the
perfect fit
New Holland front loaders
are engineered to be the
perfect fit for Boomer™ and
WORKMASTER™ tractors.
A common design element
is the curved shape that
provides
better
stress
distribution and an excellent
sight-line to buckets and
attachments. You can add and
remove attachments and the
loader itself quickly without
tools to move seamlessly
between jobs.
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The right tractor tools for the job
A tractor is more than an engine on wheels. With the right implements, you can accomplish huge tasks. Consider some possibilities:
• Landscape rakes
• Front-mount blades
• Rear blades, medium- and heavy-duty
• Rotary tillers

• Work EZ box blades
• Utility backhoes
• Mid-mount finish mowers

• Rear-mount finish mowers
• Front-mount snow blowers
• Front-mount rotary brooms

18 CONSTRUCTION AT TACHMENTS

Pick a job… any job
Whatever you need to do—dig, lift, hammer, trench, plane, sweep, rake or drill—there is a New Holland attachment that will get your
work done. Choose from a wide array of attachments that expand the versatility of your machine and make you more productive.
See your New Holland dealer about these specialty attachments and additional accessories to meet your specific demands.

Skid steer and compact track loaders do so much more than lift and load
New Holland skid steers and compact track loaders do SO much more than lift and load. A wide array of attachments expands
the versatility of these capable machines to make you more productive. Here are just a few ways to get a bigger return on your
investment.
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Buckets

And more!

• 4 X 1 Bucket
• Concrete Bucket
• Dirt and Foundry Bucket
• Heavy-Duty Bucket
• Light Material Bucket
• Low Profile Bucket
• Rock Bucket
• Snow Bucket

• Angle Broom
• Augers
• Auto Rake
• Backhoes
• Box Scraper
• Brush Grapple
• Chipper
• Concrete Claw
• Dozer Blade
• Harley Power Box Rake
• Hopper Broom

• Log Grapple
• Pallet Forks
• Pick-Up Broom
• Post Driver
• Post Puller
• Power Side-Discharge Bucket
• Preparator Landscape Rake
• Root Rake
• Rotary Cutter
• Scrap Grapple
• Silt Fence Installer

• Skid Hoe
• Snow Blade
• Snow Blower
• Snow Pusher
• Steel Tracks
• Stump Grinder
• Tiller
• Tree Shovel
• Tree Spade
• Trencher
• Vibratory Roller

VALUE, SERVICE AND SOLUTIONS
There’s a certain way of thinking that comes from living on a farm.
Farming takes equal parts brain and brawn. Not to mention thick
skin, calloused hands and a fair share of know how. Seasoned
farmers know it helps to have equipment that’s built by farmers,
sold by farmers and used by farmers.

Quality parts and service. Turn to your New Holland dealer after the
sale for expert, factory-trained service and genuine New Holland–
branded parts. Your dealer has the very latest service updates and
training to ensure your equipment keeps working productively season
after season.

Support at every step. When you place your confidence in
New Holland agricultural equipment, you get the finest in local
support. Your New Holland dealer understands the many challenges
you face and stands behind you at every step with the equipment,
parts, service and financial solutions to make your job easier.
Look to New Holland for a complete selection of equipment,
including a full line of tractors, hay & forage equipment, harvesting,
crop production and material handling equipment.

Financing solutions. Your New Holland dealer can tell you about
smart ways to turn your financial challenges into opportunities with
a portfolio of innovative financial services available through CNH
Industrial Capital, including customized financing, leasing, insurance
and the purchasing convenience of a Commercial Revolving Account.
For reliable equipment, parts and service — or just honest advice
on farming and finance — turn to New Holland and your trusted
New Holland dealer. We know. We’re farmers, too.

Learn more at www.newholland.com/na
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Safety begins with a thorough understanding
of the equipment. Always make sure you and
your operators read the Operator’s Manual
before using the equipment. Pay close
attention to all safety and operating decals
and never operate machinery without
all shields, protective devices and
structures in place.
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